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ABSTRACT

Online Maid Services is a web based application that provides a convenient channel for maid seeker to find maid and for agency to advertise the maid. This online system is the best place to find maid according to the requirement such as age, nationality and so on and it is the efficient place for agency to get customer. The system provides auto-matching services so that the users no need to waste time to get the information. By using this online system both parties can save lots of time and money. Some of objectives of this system are to make a flexible, cost-effective and time efficient channel for the maid agencies to get customer and advertise the maid services since all done online. Besides that, the system will create a smart and efficient maid matching channel for people to browse available maid and provide them with the right maids. The project methodology of this system is using Rational Unified Process (RUP) with Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) method. The notation of this system is using Unified Modeling Language (UML). RUP methodology is consists four phases includes Inception Phase, Elaboration Phase, Construction Phase and Transition Phase. The software requirements for the system are Microsoft Project, Adobe Photoshop CS, Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 and Rational Rose 2000 Enterprise Edition. The operating systems that will used to develop this system are Windows Professional XP Service Pack 2 and the database system is using MySQL. Other than that, the scripting language of this system is using PHP5 whereby Apache is the application server of the system. The hardware requirements to develop this system are personal computer and modem. The system architecture of this system is using layer approach where the layers consists includes logical layers, presentation and business layers and data layers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This online system is basically a web based system that contributes with maid seekers and maid agencies. The system is for user to search a maid services through this online system and for maid agencies to do the advertising. The maid seeker can easy to find suitable maid from different maid agencies by searching the criteria that they needed. Besides, the maid agencies also can advertise their maid services. In this case, all the maid agencies in Malaysia will be centralized.

1.1 Project Background

An online maid service is an online maid services auto matching system, which is developing for both maid seekers and maid agencies all over Malaysia. This online system basically involves hiring of maids where it helps maid seeker to analyze the best maid for its specific work from the different maid agencies that been centralized. So that, maid seeker be able to get the maid services and resources effective and efficient via this online services. This system acts as middle person between the maid agencies and maid seekers. The online system is able maid seeker to find the best maids for its specific purposes. There are many similar systems in the market but they provide limited services to the users. Most of the similar system only shows the information of the maid agencies and maid. The system provides auto-matching services so that the users no need to waste time to get the information. By using this online system both parties can save lots of time and money.
1.2 Problem Statements

There are some problems occurred when using the manual system. The problems are listed below showed that a system needs to be developing to reduce all the problems. After did some research, there are weaknesses using the current system such as listed below:

i. Maid agencies in Malaysia is not centralized.

In this particular problem, the maid seekers who want to apply for maid services are wasting their time to find suitable maid agencies through Internet or in other media. With this system, maid agencies will be centralized so that the maid seekers would be able to search the appropriate maid agencies and also applying for suitable maid

ii. Searching information of maid agencies and maid services manually

The problem of existing system is the user need to search the maid agencies and maid information manually such as view the catalogue of maid available one by one. The process is very out of date since all done online. Through this system, the customers can search the suitable maid by the requirement such as the nationality or language preferred.

iii. The maid agencies had wasted time and money to advertise their maid in the local newspaper or flyers.

There is no system in Malaysia that provides service to help maid seekers to find suitable maid based on the specific purposes and to maid agencies to find as many as customer as and also can advertise their maid services. By using this new online system, the maid agencies can do the advertisement on their maid available while the maid seekers who need maid for any specific purposes can search them in this system.
1.3 Objective

Before developing a system, the objectives must be identified. The objectives of an online maid services are:

i. To make an easy way to maid seekers to find the suitable maid from different maid agencies via this web application.

Using this system, the maid seekers can access the system in home, office and everywhere to find suitable maid from different maid agencies. This system can provide an easy way to the maid seekers who always busy to find suitable agencies that advertise the available maid. Besides that, the maid seekers can access the system everywhere and anywhere without going hassle to go to maid agencies to review the maid information.

ii. To make a flexible, cost-effective and time efficient channel for the maid agencies to get customer and advertise the maid services since all done online

Other than maid seeker, the maid agencies also get advantage of this system because the system will help them to get as many as customer and the system will be a platform to them to advertise the maid services. The maid agencies need to register to the system and can make everything such as get customer and advertise the maid available through this system. This is efficient tool to upgrade their business profit.

iii. To make this online system as a platform for the customer to find a suitable maid and agencies and centralized all the maid agencies in Malaysia.

This online system will be a platform to customer to find a suitable maid based on the specific purpose such as a nationality of maid, their age and language preferred. Besides that, this system would make all the maid agencies in Malaysia centralized. The centralization will make both parties have their own benefit.
iv. To create a smart and efficient maid matching channel for people to browse available maid and provide them with the right maids.

The system will provide availability to search and shows all the maids available and match it with the appropriate applications that meet user request. The system will make easier to the entire customer to search the available maid.

1.4 Scopes

The online maid service is target to the Malaysian citizen and also to the registered maid agencies. The scopes of this system are:

1. Customer/Maid Seekers

i. Emphasize customer to search maid or maid’s agencies listings and also can view maid’s agencies profile and available maid according to the specific work.

ii. Enable customer receive confirmation status from agencies.

iii. Enable customer to apply interested maid via email services or account itself.

iv. Enable the customer to view all advertisements which are released by the maid’s agencies.

2. Maid Agency

i. Enable maid agencies to register and make a list of the available maid through this system.

ii. Enable maid agencies to maintain maid’s detailed information.
iii. Enable maid agencies to view customer who apply for the available maid and send them maid confirmation status.

1.5 Project Significance

Nowadays, many people getting busy and always need something easier and effective in their life. This online system will help the people to search for maid agencies and apply maid easily via Internet. Besides that, this system will help maid agency to advertise their maid to the public and also be a platform to them to get customer.

The benefit of using this system is the maid seekers would be able to search maid or maid’s agencies listings and also can view maid’s agencies profile and available maid according to the specific work. Using this system, the maid seekers no need go to the agency just to view the maid agency profile but can view the information via this web application.

Besides that, through this system the maid seeker enables to apply interested maid via account itself. The process will bring benefit to them because they do not need to go to agency to apply them. However, the system just only make easier to them to apply and receive alert and not the payment of the maid. The process of hiring maid is still in the same way because it involves many things.

The customer always wanted an easy and fast application to help them. Using this system, the maid seeker enables to view all advertisements which are released by the maid’s agencies. The customer can also get alert with the available maid using this system.

Through this system, all the maid agencies in Malaysia are able to register and make a list of the available maid through this system. So they just do the
maintenance of the maid information. Other than that, maid agencies also can view list of customer who apply maid from their agency for post-mortem.

1.6 Expected Output

The function and features that listed above is the expected output from this system. There are:

i. The maid seekers can search maid or maid’s agencies listings

Through the system, the maid seekers can search nearer maid agencies through the advanced search such as the agency nearer location.

ii. The maid seekers can view maid’s agencies profile and available maid according to the specific work or purpose.

To view maid agencies profile, the maid seekers just have to click button to view the profile of the agency and also view maid information according to the specific requirement such as gender, nationality or anything.

iii. The maid seekers can apply interested maid via account itself.

Using this system, the maid seeker can apply interested maid via account in the system. They can fill the electronic form to apply the maid.

iv. The maid seekers can receive maid confirmation status from agencies.

After apply for the maid, the system will enable maid seekers to receive status from agencies to further concern

v. The maid seekers can view all advertisements which are released by the maid’s agencies.
Besides all the features, by using this system, the maid seekers can view all the advertisement which is released by the maid’s agencies. The maid seekers can also view the advertisement through email.

**vi. The maid agencies can register and make a list of the available maid through this system.**

By using this system, the maid agencies can register their company and make a list of the available maid. The registration will centralize all maid agencies in Malaysia.

**vii. The maid agencies can view customer who apply for the available maid.**

The maid agencies would be able to view the customer who had applied for the available maid. All the customer information can be view to do the analysis of the maid requirement based on the maid applying guide and follow the terms and conditions.

**viii. The maid agencies can maintain maid’s detailed information.**

After register their company, the maid agencies would be able to maintain the maid detailed information such as delete, update and save the information. The maid will maintain the advertisement of the new available maid.

**1.7 Conclusion**

As the conclusion, this chapter had discussed about online maid services project background. The project background is the introduction of the project as a whole but in the brief description. The problem statement of project is also had been discussed and it influences the motive of the online maid services development. Besides that, the objectives of the project also had been touched in this chapter.
objectives are the significance things that must be identified of developing a system. The scopes involved in the project also had been discussed in this chapter. Other than that, project significance and expected output is also had been discussed in this chapter. The project significance is infer back to the project objectives while expected output is the function and features that expected to be found in the system.

The next chapter is to discuss on literature review and project methodology. The literature review is searching, collecting, analyzing and demonstrate past study related to the project topic.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

This chapter will describe about the Literature Review and Project Methodology of Online Maid Services system. This literature review will be research after the scope and the objective had determined to collect as much information about the system. Moreover, this system also will relate to the combination of the literature that defines as the guide of the development.

2.1 Introduction

The first section of this chapter is fact and finding, it will discuss and review the approach and related or passed research, references, case study and other findings about this system. For the project methodology section, selected approach or methodology will be described including the activities in each stage. The project requirement such as software requirement, hardware requirement and other requirement in this system will be explained in high level project requirements. The project schedule and milestones will be put together. Lastly, the conclusion about this chapter and also gives an overview about the next chapter.